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The all new MD70 delivers a phenomenal maximum extraction of 70l per day. Designed and built 
with regular site use, hire and transportation in mind, the MD70’s all steel construction offers 
good protection from knocks.

Perfectly at home on the building site, drying a home out following flood damage or helping keep
sensitive items safe in storage, this powerful dehumidifier is perfectly suited to just about any 
moisture control application. The digital humidistat is fitted as standard and allows the user to 
tailor performance to their application, while a 24hr timer enables the unit to switch on or off 
automatically thereby saving power.

As with the MD30 and 50, the MD70 features large, non marking wheels and handles so the 
units can be easily moved into position for maximum effectiveness. Once finished with they can 
also be stacked for storage purposes.

Unlike it’s smaller brothers though, the MD70 comes fitted with a condensate pump as standard. 
This allows the powerful unit to be left running without the need to regularly check how full the 
tank is, this combined with the intelligent defrost system means you can really maximise the 
huge extraction capacity.

As with the other Mighty Dry dehumidifiers, the MD70 uses the very latest in environmentally 
friendly low GWP refrigerant technology.

At a glance
  Massive 70l maximum extraction capacity
  Environmentally friendly low GWP refrigerant
  Metal case for impact resistance
  Electronic humidistat to maintain RH level
  24hr electronic timer
  Condensate pump
  Wheels and handle for easy manoeuvrability
  Intelligent auto defrost system
  Extraction 70L/d(30  RH80%); 40L/d(27  RH60%)℃ ℃
  Airflow 400m³/h
  Nominal running current 5.1A
  Low GWP R290 refrigerant 
  Working temperature 5-35℃
  Dimensions 545x460x870mm
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